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INTRODUCES A NEW RECIPE FOR GOLF LEARNING SUCCESS:

WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU MIX ART WITH GOLF?

Art, Coloring & Crafts with
Practical Applications

Putting PAPERplay™ Activity Book is an interactive book
designed to introduce you and your child to learning experiences
of golf and it’s putting mechanics through the sensory rich
tabletop activities of PAPERplay™. Putting PAPERplay™ has
the unique ability to build sequential learning and playing
perceptions before a golf ball, club, and/or course are introduced
to the player.
A brightly colored sticker page gives the user a better sense of
the beauty of a golf course as they learn and play. The rest of
the activity pages are canvases whereby the user can have fun
coloring before they assemble each page to play and learn.

Using

Activity Book

Users learn through reading, or following an instructional DVD,
structured craft activities, storytelling and games. They
assemble PAPERplay™ mechanical figures and devices which
simulate the physical movements of putting, while at the same
time engaging the student’s kinesthetic learning abilities.

ADD IN STORYTELLING EXPERIENCES

Golf’s Greenland will allow users to
experience a storytelling adventure of
golf’s swing motion and putting
fundamentals through imaginative play
that is simple, easy and fun!
The sensory enrichment methods used in this
book will help users easily learn to understand
techniques needed in one aspect of golf,
namely putting, yet keep the
learning a game!

Using

Nancy’s Golf’s Greenland
Storybook
These Kids are Playing
“Squirt the Dragon”
A One-Piece Motion Mechanic Game from Book

YOU GET GOLF FUNDAMENTALS & ABILITIES THAT ARE EASILY LEARNED
Activity Book Acquired Abilities
Static Learning occurs through play of the fundamentals, name games, and
storytelling which enables the learner to:
*Solve problems
*Predict outcomes
*Understand PLAYful terminology
Dynamic Learning occurs when the player colors, cuts, and creates the parts that
interact with the storytelling and information given. The hands-on creations lead the
player into:
*Faster improvement
*Increased attention and retention
*Increased self awareness
*Decreases apprehension, self-doubt, and frustration in learning
*Promotes Exploration
*Awareness of the pieces related to the whole of putting
*Builds sequential learning and playing perceptions
Reflective Learning occurs after the static and dynamic learning. The players have
enough information learned in play and storytelling to:
*Analyze, recognize and solve problems that occur with results of stories learned
*Help guide their judgment abilities
*Increased positive ‘self-talk’

Learned FUNdamental Activities
Learned Activities & Fundamental Golf Experiences
The activity book has a PAPERplay™ experience of each of these FUNdamental elements of putting.
WHAT’S ON THE GREEN?
Tee and Green Sticker Play
Ball Line Play
NAME OF THE GAMES
Ages 4 ~ 5 years old
NAMES OF THE GAMES
Ages 6 ~ 9 years old
SCORINGplay
Ages 4 ~ 5 years old

Head Up Play
Hanging Hands Play
Distance from the Ball Play
Posture Heights Play
Bonus POSTUREplay ~ Teeing Up Ball
Heights
GRIPplay
Creating GRIPplay

WHAT MAKES UP A GOLF COURSE
Sticker Course Play

STANCEplay
Creating STANCEplay
‘Parallel’ Foot Race Play
Heart and the Target Play
Ahead & Behind the Ball Play
“Behind The Ball To See It All” Play
STANCE Width Play
Ball Position Play
The ‘Stance Dance’ Play

GETTING A SENSE OF THE CLUBS
Length & Loft of Clubs Play

The PUTTERpaintbrush
Creating Rainbow & PAPERpaint Putter

THE TWELVE GAMES OF GOLF
The Twelve Games of Golf Play

THICK RAINBOW MAKING
THICK Rainbow Making Play

THE MECHANICS OF PUTTING
Creating MECHputt PAPERplay
Introducing Golf’s Greenland’s Storybook

AIM of the PUTTER
AIM of the PAINTputter Play

SCORINGplay
Ages 6 ~ 9 years old
YOUR FIRST NINE HOLE COURSE PLAY
Nine Hole Golf Course & Score Card Play

TARGET SHOULDER
Creating Pop-Up Target
Target Side Play
FORWARD SQUIRT
Squirting Target Shoulder Play
Dragon Shoulder Play
ONE PIECE MOTION MECHANICS
One Piece Motion Mechanical Play
LENGTH OF RAINBOW
Big Rainbow & Little Rainbow Play
HOLDING THE FINISH
Holding MECHputt’s Finish Play
FUNdamentals
GR.A.S.P. Your FUNdamentals
POSTUREplay
Creating POSTUREplay
Bend from the Hips Play

SPEED of Arc
SPEEDS of Arc Play
TICK TOCK Grandfather Clock
Equal TICK & TOCK
TRIANGLE & CENTER
Shoulder & Arm Triangle
BOTTOM of the ARC
Bottom of the Arc Play
EYES in the ‘MIDDLE’
Getting ‘Set Up’ Play
“Eyes in the Middle” Play
“Eyes CLOSED in the Middle” Play
RAINBOW PATHS
“Eyes on the Ball” Play
Inside & Outside Path Play
ROUTINEplay
AddressRoutine Puzzle Play
SPEED OF BALL
PACE Play SOUND Play

KIDS HELPING KIDS LEARN AND PLAY
Putting PAPERplay™ Activity Book combines art with golf to form a series of
tabletop PAPERplay™ putting experiences. This program allows all individuals the
ability to have multi-sensory interactions simulating the physical movements of a
player putting. This program can easily be used in churches, hospitals, community
centers, and other community - based organizations.
Putting PAPERplay™ Activity Book and Interactive DVD Program allow older
children to have the ability to lead younger children, age five and up, through
sequential sensory rich learning experiences of golf, putting fundamentals and
mechanics. This can be done in a safe, indoor environment using a fun, interactive,
hands-on tabletop approach, before a golf ball and club are ever introduced to the
players.
Children color and create paper mechanical motion projects illustrating the
fundamentals of putting. As they “PAPERplay™” they learn some major
fundamentals of grip, aim, parallel/open/closed stance, loft of club, length of club,
one-piece motion, lateral movement, and creation of length and width of arc.
Course design, names, and scoring are also achieved through sticker and game play.
The book features many other conceptual play projects that give a unique
opportunity for the player and mentor to experience the sport at a kinesthetic level.
This program gives children a simple understanding for the game of golf and how a
player would move a ball with a putter. Golf has traditionally been a difficult game
to learn. Now, by combining golf with art, learning the fundamentals of golf is
simple, easy and fun. Once a child learns the Activity Book Fundamentals, they
could visit a nearby golf course putting green to act out and recreate the games with
the help of the teen or adult mentors who were present during the learning
experiences.

KIDS ENJOYING GOLF RIGHT WAY

ABOUT NANCY

PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS

Nancy Dunn-Kato has been a Certified Class A LPGA Teaching & Club Professional Member since
1989. She has played and taught golf for over 24 years.
Nancy’s company SWINGplay and its concepts are a
direct result of her dedicated work with junior golfers
and a real, practical, understanding of what works
best. SWINGplay’s unique programs are specifically
designed to focus the learning needs of young and
adult golfers at all levels from beginner to advance
players. The SWINGplay systems and methods
reinforce the play in golf - to keep the learning
experience fun, positive, and filled with success that
grows naturally out of children’s play. Skill and ability
grow quickly through the game-play!

10 ~ 20 Participants Ages 6-9

Learn 38 FUNdamentals Through Tabletop Play

5 ~ 10 MENTORS AGES 10 & UP
Learning the Sport as They Give Back to Others

Nancy wrote, illustrated, and published Golf’s
Greenland™. Golf’s Greenland™ is her first
storytelling book. Written for children , it introduces
them to the fundamentals of putting through the use of
interactive materials. In 2000, Golf for Women
Magazine selected her as one of the 50 Top Teachers for her innovative methods of teaching. The
SWINGplay games, along with her unique Golf’s Greenland™ stories, weave a magical web for the
participants. Drawing on her Art Degree, she uses creativity to skillfully weave together golf’s
fundamental elements of body and movement through art, poetry, and game play. Nancy was
recognized as one of the Top 50 Kids Teachers for her excellence and commitment in serving youth
and developing youth golf in her community.
Nancy’s dream was to create a community mentor program where young people, working together,
help others in their community utilizing SWINGplay. Nancy released her program and Putting
PAPERplay™ Activity Book in 2008. Putting PAPERplay™ allows the user to experience, and learn,
the sensation and proper mechanics of putting prior to stepping foot on a green or picking up a putter.
Users watch a DVD and create PAPERplay mechanical figures and devices which simulate the
physical movements of proper putting. This creates a learning environment whereby the user
synergistically engages their kinesthetic learning abilities. By creating and manipulating the models
included with the PAPERplay Acticity Book, users physically experience the fundamentals of putting.
Structured activities, games and stories build sequential learning experiences and playing perceptions
whereby users become players of the game. ‘Through the Art of PAPERplay’

Review FUNdamentals to Improve own Game
Earn High School Community Credits
Earning Leadership & Sport Badges

COST & MATERIALS - 12/2008
Cost per Participant $120
MENTORS FREE

TWELVE HOURS OF INSTRUCTION BY NANCY
INCLUDED IN PRICE

Each participant will receive the following SWINGplay Materials:
1. Golf’s Greenland ~ This is used to create an understanding of golf’s
putting fundamentals through use of storytelling, poetry, and game
play
2. Putting PAPERplay Activity Book ~ A tabletop activity book to create
an understanding of thirty eight fundamentals of golf.
3. Putting PAPERplay DVD ~ This DVD, with easy to use menu, allows
director of program to go as fast or slow through twenty-five short
play lessons as needed for each group of children
Extra Materials Needed:
TV/DVD, Tables & Chairs, Tape, Coloring Felt Pens, Pencil w/eraser, Seven
Brass Fasteners, Blunt scissors, Paint Stick, glue

